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Abstract. The elements of a cpo (complete partial order) 0 are ‘abstract’ objects in general. 
A concrete machine cannot operate with abstract objects but only with names of objects. In 
this paper the set 5 of total functions from W to ki is suggested as the set of names. ‘Admissible 
representations’ S: ff + D for effective cpo’s are defined by two axioms, which generalize the 
axioms for Giidel numberings of the partial recursive functions. Topological 3nd recursion 
. 
theoretic considerations show that the definition is very natural. It is also proved that P,,,, the 
set of subsets of “w. is not as suitable as a set of names. 
Finally it is proved that for admissible representations the computable furlr*lons over cpo’s 
art’ represented by t!le computable extensional functions over the names. 
1. Introduction 
Effective complete partial orders arc a useful tool for a gt:neralized study of 
computable functions and computable operators (Scott [ 151, Egli and Constable 
[3], Plotkin [lo], Smyth [ 171, Sciore and Tang [14], Kanda and Park [7], Weihrauch 
and Deil [19] and Weihrauch [lS]j. The computable elements of an effective cpo 
can be numbered admissibly [3, 14, 7, 191. Computability, shen, must finally be 
definable by computable extensional functions on the numncrs. One important 
application of this general theory is ccxn~utable analysis. For this purpose also 
computability on non-denumerable sets (on all real numbers) should be definable. 
Thus, the concept of numbering is no longer useful. A non-denumerable standard 
system of names, on which computability can be defined, is needed. Classical 
Recursion Theory suggests at least two different possibilities: P,,, (the subsets of N) 
together with the ‘enumeration operators’ and IF (,the total functions over N) together 
with the ‘general recursive operators’ (see Rogers [K?]). En computable analysis, IF 
(the total functions over Nj was used as set of names (see, e.g., Hauck [6]‘). In this 
report we generalize this principie and study representations 8 : [F +D, where L) is 
an effective cpo. 
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For providing a simple concrete basis for subsequent proofs a definition of 
computability on IF is given in Section 3. In Section 4 a natural representation 
(‘standard representation’) of an effective cpo is constructed, and ‘admissible’ 
representations are defined by two axioms which characterize them as computably 
m-equivalent to a standard representation. The two axioms have very obvious and 
natural meanings and generalize the axioms for acceptable numberings of the partial 
recursive functions (Rogers [ 131) and for admissible numberings of the recursively 
enumerable elements of an effective cpo (Weihrauch and Deil [19]). Admissible 
representations are studied under recursion theoretical and topological point of 
view. A single-valuedness operator is the tool for proving the main results. Finally 
it is proved that for effective representations by P, instead of IF a single-valuedness 
operator cannot exist in general. This strongly justifies the choice of 5. 
In SecLl. S the connection between the continuous (computable) functions of 
tF and the continuous (computable) functions between cpo’s, induced by admissible 
representations, is studied. We claim that for defining actual computations on cpo’s 
the approach using admissible representations 8: F + D is the most natural one. 
The following notations will be used. 
set of all (finite) words over N, 
some standard numbering of N*, 
len;$h of ~1 E I%*, 
clans of all unary total recursive functions. 
class of all unary partial recursive functions, 
standard numhcring of P’ ’ ‘, 
domain of (F(, 
standard pairing function with inverse 
2. The ba4c definitions and concepts 
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Examples for illustrating these definitions can be found in most of the already 
mentioned papers on cpo’s (see, e.g., [14-191). There is a useful lemma originally 
given by Scott. 
Lemma 1. Let fi be a (continuous) cpo with basis B. Then the following sldien;ents 
hold: 
(1) 1~6 
(2) (~x,yED)(3aEB)(x<yJx<a<y), 
(3) B, is -C -directed for every x E D, 
(4) kt X G D be directed, then y -C u X H (3x E X)y -C x. 
For a proof, see [S, 151 or [ 191. 
Corollary 2. Let a be a cpo with basis B, ZetX 5 D be directed. Then A4 := U (B, 1 x E 
X}={b~Blb<UX}andUX=UM. 
Let &, & be cpo‘s. A function f: D1 + D2 is (1 *,, &)-continuous (jhortly: con- 
tinuous, iff f is monotone and f Ll X = UfX for every directed X c 9,. 
For continuous cpo’s D, a canonical topology can be defined (Scott [ 151). A subset 
X E D is open, itf axioms (01 I and (02) hold. 
(01) IA-EX and-u c ~1 + YE.~ 
(02’ cvx EX)Ely EX) !‘<.I-. 
Let OD be the set of all open subsets of D. Then rD = (D, 0,) is a topology. If B 
is a basis for D, then B := {Obl b E B’), where Oh = {x 1 b ix} is a base of the topology 
rD For continuous cpo’s D1 and &, a function f: D, --* D2 is @,, &)-continuous, iff 
it is (rD,, s&)-continuous. 
Essential for this paper is the way computability is Introduced. 
Main Definition. An r~ecricucpo is a quadruple 0 = (D, c, I, p 1, where (D, c_ _ _L ) 
is a continuous cpo and p : N+ B is a numbering of a basis of (D, C, _L ) such that 
the effectivity axiom (E) holds: 
W {(i,j)lpli) <p(j)} is recursively enumerable. 
For effective cpo’s there is a very natural theory of computability [18, 191. Axiom 
(E) is similar to approaches used by Sciore and Tang [14] or Smyth [17], however, 
it seems to be the most simple and natural assumption. Constable and Egli [3] and 
Kanda and Park [7], for example, consider algebraic cpo’s and recursiveness of 
{W)lP(i)<&j)}. 
Now computability can be defined. 
Definition 3. For an effective cpo D, x E D is recursively enumerable (r.e. 1 iff 
(i E N 1 p(i) -C A-) is recursively enumerable. 
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For effective cpo’s fi, and &, a function f: D1 + D2 is (&, I&)-comp&able 
(shortly: I:omputable) iff f is (61, &)-continuous and 
(ii, i) I P2W -GPlWl is recursively enumerable. 
Effective cpo’s and computability of this kind are studied in detail in [ 181 and [ 191. 
As a generalization of the ‘acceptable numberings’ of the partial recursive 
functions admissible numberings of the r.e. elements of effective cp1-Q are defined. 
Definition 4, L,et D,, be the set of all r.e. elements of an effective cpo D. p : N+& 
1 surjective) is an admissible numbering of D,, iff (Zl ) and (22) hold: 
(Zl t {(i,j)ip(i) <p(j)} is recursively enumerable. 
(Z2) There is a function fER’l) with 
rv’i f riil)(p W, directed 3 &(i) = u @u’i 1. 
For a general theory of numberings see ErSov [4] or Mal’cev [9]. 
Admissible numberings of D,, exist for any effective cpo 0 {,see [19, 18]), and 
examples for admissible numberings of the r.e. elements in special cpo’s include 
w&known standard numberings, for example the numbering W of the recursively 
enumerable sets [ 121, the Gijdelnumberings (3 of the partial recurive functions etc. 
ithese cxampics can be found in [ 191). 
A generalization of Roger’s lsomorphism Theorem for Gi)delnumbering holds 
in the case of admissible numberings: It is well known, that for precomplete 
numhcrings vz quivalcncc induces isomorphism (ErSov [4]), and in [1X. IO] it is 
SJlowrl that the admissible numberings of sffectivc cpo’s at-o prccompletc. 
3. Continuous and computable functions on I3 
As we have already mentioned, we choose IF =P$ == {f: Pti -+ Q\ as a non-denumer- 
able standard system of names for the elements of an effective cpo. For this purpose 
it is reasonable to have an explicit definition of computabilitv on !F. Such a definition 
is given in this section. 
For f~ 2 and )I E ‘ b lc’t f “’ ’ : -. f(O\f’\ I \ - . * fjrz ) E ‘ha and for w E N:” define 
f 1 11’ ] : = { f~ 5 ; it’ = j’(O) * . . f’(rz -- 1 I}.  where 11 = I~:I NV ). Thcrc is a well-known 
tcq~~lo~~ on 1 C, Bait-e‘s Topology qj, which is defined by he topological base 
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- y is monotone on A, if y is monotone on g for all g E A. 
- y is unbounded on A, iff y is unbounded on g for all g EA. 
There is a direct connection between functions y : N* + N* and certain continuous 
functions on Baire’s space. 
Theorem 6. ( 1) Let y : N* + N* be a function. Then y uniquely determines a TV- 
continuous function r : A + IF with 
and 
A = (f E IF 1 y is monotone and unbounded on f) 
fE[,o] =+ rfc[yw] forallfEAandwEN*. 
( 2, Let i7 A -+ IF, A c ff, be TB-continuous. Then there is some y : N* -+ !d* with 
and 
y is monotone and unbounded on f for all f E A, 
f~ [IV] =+ rf E [yw] for alifE A and \i-’ E ?P. 
Proof. (1) Let y be given, define A as above. Let Def(T) := A and for f E A define 
r-f by 
Kf I := n [YPI. 
Since f”’ C_ ,f” *” and y is monotone and unbounded on f, ff is well-def ned. For 
v E ‘9 we have 
e f‘~ A and (3i )[yf”‘] c_ [!?I 
H (3~ I( f~ [IV] and [ye] c [)I]) 
Ikrcforc. /‘ ‘[v I= A n /J{[ UJ [ YW ] 5 [ ~1 ]}, i.e., I’ ‘[_v 1 is open w.r.t. the relative 
topology on A, and r is continuous. f is unique since y is unbounded on A. 
(2) Let r: A + !J be continuous. Then, by continuity, TIE [!I] + (3~9(,f~ [w] and 
/‘[HI] 5 [v 1) for all f’ E A. For \I’ E N* define 
max M,, 
y(W) := 
if A f7[~]#0, 
F otherwise. 
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Then y is well-defined. y is monotone on f for every f~ A. We prove that y is 
unbounded on A. Suppose, SEA. Then 
rfc [y] + (3~ )(f~ [w] A f [w]~ [y]) (by continuity of r) 
=-$ (w(lg(y)~lg(w) (fqw] Ar[w]c[y]> 
* (3w)(fE[w]Ay EAJJ 
* (3w)(/%[w]~y c y(w)) for all yEkJ*. 
Since f E Def(T) there are arbitrarily long y with rf E [y 1. Therefore, y is unbounded 
on f- Finally. f~ [IV] 3 rf~ T[w] E [yw] by definition of y. q 
Thus, there is 2 correspondence between functions on kJ* and continuous functions 
on 5. 
Observe, that computability on IV* can be defined canonically by using the 
one-one surjective coding T* : N* + N (Rogers [ 12]), i.e., using an ‘effective’ number- 
ing such as (?*)-I for IV* (Reiser and Weihrauch [ll]). Computability of IV* has 
been extensively studied, see e.g., Asser [l]. 
Computable functions on IF are now defined by computable functions on IV*. 
Definition 7. For y : IV* +%* let cl(y) be the function f from Theorem 6(l). Let 
A c !J and r: A + IF. r is computable, iff r = $(y) for some computable y: N* + @. 
Define: C := {f: F -+ IF 1 r computable}. If r = $(y ), then y gives a way to approximate 
/-‘I f) by finite approximate values of f for any given f E [F. 
Tk definition is quite similar to that of computable functionals given by Davis 
121, anti Y E C, iff I‘ is the restriction to F of a ‘general recursive operator’ (Rogers 
[ 1211. As a simple fact WC note, that 17 is total-recursive, whenever r is computable 
and f’~ Dam(T) is total-recursive. 
4. Admissible representations 
lAD=(D,G, ’ L, p) bc an effective cpo. Ry continuity, for any s E 0 there is 
some A z % such that 1-3(,4 \ is directed and s = UP(A). Let I, := {i/&i) -=?r}, then 
I, GHI be considered as a standard name of .\: E a. A very natural representation 
fi: P,,, - * D can therefore be defined b,\i 
Another possibility is to choose enumeration functions instead of sets as names. Let 
MON:= {f~[rItVi)Pf’~ii<Pf(i+l)). 
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extended to a (total) representation 6, : IF --• D of D. The main tool for proving this 
is a computable single-valuedness operator S (see Rogers [ 121). Egli and Constable 
[3] use a similar construction to define their ‘computable operators of type 7’ by 
compatible sets. In our more general concept of effective cpo’s we can only make 
use of the effectiveness axiom (E). Especially, it is not decidable whether a finite 
set of basic elements has a lub, and therefore the construction of rS is more 
complicated in our case. We shall define ‘admissible representations’ by two axioms 
which generalize the universal Turing machine theorem and the smn-theorem of 
the theory of recursive functions (Rogers [13]). We shall show that these axioms 
characterize 8, up to computable quivalence. Although 8: P,,, -+ D might seem to 
be more natural, a similar theory does not exist in this case. We shall prove that 
for certain cpo’s, 8 cannot be equivalent o some total representation 6: P, + D. 
In the following we shall assume, that fi = (D, C, I, p) is an effective cpo. 
Theorem 8. There exists a TS : IF --, ff, rs computable, with properties ( 11 and (2) for 
art!* / E IF: 
(2) 0 range(f) directed * /J p range(f) = U mm. 
Proof. We define a monotone and unbounded y: N* + tV*, such that &r): IF-, F has 
the desired properties. Since {(i, j) lfl(i) < p(j)} is r.e. and I E B, there is an h E I?“’ 
with (It (i, j) 1 i E N) = {i I@(i) -C p(j)}. Furthermore, there is some g E R”’ with 
{(i,J)/B(i) <pCjJ} =- range g. 
We de!%e functions y : R* + Q* and p, r: N* --, fti inductively as follows: 
y(s ) := I’* E N”, r(s’, := 1, p(x) := i_ 
if Ig(s)s 1, where p(iJ= _L. 
Suppose, x = x0x I - - - xn with ,yi E N for 0~ i s n. Suppose, Y(X) := ya, where 
~9 E !+J* and a E N, r(x) and p(x) have already been defined. Let T(X) ==: (k, m). For 
e E ?&, define y(xe 1, p(xe), r(xe) as follows, If there is some (i, j) s n with 
then 
p(xe 1 :== /I(j, A-,) for the first number (;, j) with this property, 
If no such ntimber (i, j) exists, then 
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We shall prove now that y:fV * + k4* exists and that 4 ( y ) : ff + IF has the desired 
properties. 
(a) y is computable. The number d ( :fined by minimalization always exists, 
sklce the relation < is dense on the basis (Lemma l(2)). 
(kj y is monotone and unbounded by definition. Therefore $(y) =: 11,~ C’. 
k) An easy proof by induction yklds (y(x) = ya + a <p(x)). Therefore, (Vi) 
(f&)(i) -C (&f)(i + 1), i.e., property (1) holds. 
Suppose now that /3 range(f) is directed. 
(d) The sequence (I@“)),~~~ is not finally constant. Let (k, m) := r(f”“). By 
Corollary 2 there are (i, j) and n ’ with (i, j) G n ’ such that 
Kh (w f(k )), h C.j, f(i))), ~p(.P’), h Cj, f(~)))l c 
ck(W, g(l), . . . , gh’?}. 
Therefore, r( f’“’ ’ I’) > r( f’“‘). 
(e) Suppose h EB and 15 <pf(k). Then there is some IIZ with @(III&)) =b. 
Since r is not finally constant, b < P(I-‘&(n’) for some rz’ E IV. This implies 
!Jp range(f) E ui/3(rSfjCi). 
tf) For all II, /~(~*J’)(Iz ) <p/‘(i) for some i. Therefore u, P(r:f)(i) c 
i__i /3 rangc( f). 
This proves property (2). El 
Using i-s we shall define the standard representation of D. 
Definition 9. Define 
&,, : MON + D by &,,( f) := u ,@fCi). 
(Note that range (a,,) = D by Theorem 8.) A function 8, : 1F 4l is called a standard 
rrprtwntatiorr of D, iff S, = SJ,, where fs is from Theorem 8. 
The partial representation S,, has interesting topological properties which will 
he used below. 
PrOOf. Suppose 0 ED, 0 is T +~pen. Consider f~ 1M with &JE 0. By Axiom 
IC)L I, 1’ 4 ‘5 (.,-J’ for some _V E 0, ther&ole J* </3f(il for some i by Lemma l(4). But then 
:’ E MON n[j*“‘] 3 I* --@f’(i) -Gg + 8~ E iI by Axiom (011. 
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Therefore, S,‘O is the union of r’-open sets, and S,, is continuous. Suppose w E F+? 
and LI E P.\l. If [rz~] nMON = 0, then &([~a] nMON) is open. Otherwise &&+a] n 
MON) = {x EDIP(~z) Xx}, i.e., an open set. Therefore &,A is rb-open whenever 
A is +-open. Cl 
Our next aim is to characterize the standard representations by effectiveness 
axioms. The axioms have similar interpretations as the universal Turing Machine 
theorem and the smn-theorem of ordinary recursion theory, which already charac- 
terize uniquely (up to isomorphism) the Giidelnumberings of the partial recursive 
functions (Rogers [ 131). 
Definition 11. A representation 8: F +D (onto) of an effective cpo D is admissible, 
ifI (Al) and (A2) hold: 
(Al) There is a function d E C with (VIE F) range A(f) = {i/pCi) <s(f)}. 
(A2) There is a function C E C with &Zf= u p range(f), whenever p range(f) 
is directed. I’ 
Thus we call a representation 6 : ff + D admissible, if the components of an element 
can be determined uniformly effectively from its name and if a name can be 
determined from an enumeration of components. (Al) is the axiom of effective 
decomposition, (A2) is the axiom of effective synthesis, corresponding to the 
utm-theorem and the smn-theorem, respectively. Equivalent to (Al’ is the following 
condition: there is a ‘test function’ J’ F C with p(i) < Sf ($ J’(i @J f As.0, where 
iOft j) = 
i for j = 0, , 
fc j - 1) otherwise. 
We have to show, that admissible representations exist. 
Theorem 12. Let fi be an effectice cpo. Every star-rdard represerz,atiorz is admissible. 
Proof. (A2) holds with C(f) = f. 
To prove (A 1 ), let y : hi* + %* be a funclion for rs satisfying Theorem 6(2). Define 
s:P?+fV by 
S(P) :== 0 
and for H’ = iw ‘, a 5 N, 
J s( IV 11 if(36)# is some symbol from Y(M~ ) and S(rw ) I-. 
I 
(i, b)E{g(O), . . l , (IgW)}), 
i;i ( w )O otherwise 
where K E R ‘I’ with range (g:) ={(i,j)lp(i) <p(j)}. 
Then 8 is computable, monotone and unbounded. Let A be defined by S via 
Theorem 6( 1). 
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In order to discuss the meaning of our ‘effectiveness axioms’ we define reducibility 
and equivalence for representations in ?;?alogy to m-reducibility for numberings. 
Definition 13, For Si:Ai +D with Ai E 5 (i = 1,2) we define 
The next lemma relates axiom (Al) and axiom (A2). 
Lemma 14. Let fi be an eflectiue cpo, S : IF + D. 
(1) 6 satisfies axiom (M) H S SC?,, 
( 2) 8 .wtisfies axiom (A2 1 e 6,, -: 3, 
rt,hw 8, is from Definition 9. 
Proof. (1) (3) Ry assumption, there is a r~ C with range r(f) = {i@(i) -Gf}. 
Thus, 13 range r(f) is a directed set in D and therefore Sf = u@ff(i) = u@&l-‘f(i\ = 
&,,f,~( f) with fs 0 f E C, that is S d 8,. 
t(L) Let S = S,f2, then 
where J E C is the function from (Al) for 8, (see Theorem 12). Hence, JL? E C is 
the function claimed in (Al) for 8. 
(2) (13) ForfEMON,S,,(f)=U@f(iJ=U/3rangc (f)=fiZf,whereZ’EC isthe 
function from (A2) far 8, therefore we have S,,, s 8. 
l,+ ) Suppose ci,, = N? for 0 E C and let p ranget fl be directed. Then 
i_Jp range(f) = up range r,(f) = 6,fs( f) = SQr,\f), 4 
so fl : /: E C is the function satisfying (A21 for & El 
Thus WC get the following characterizations of the axioms (Al) and K9. where 
ci,,, and 6, are as in Definition 9. 
Proof. i 1) e I 2 1: Follows by Lemma 14( I). 
(2, # (3): Rv definition of a standard representation 6, and the properties of 
I: wt’ get S,&,. 
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Corollary 16. Let D be an effective .cpo. S :ff + D. Then the following statements are 
equivalent : 
( 1) t!3 satisfies (A2), 
(2) &+s, 
(3) WS, 
(4) 6’s 6 for all 6’: If + D satisfying (Al). 
Proof. tj) or, (2): FoHows by Lemma 14(2). 
(2) H (3): Follows since 6, = 6,. 
(2) H (4): Follows by Lemma 14(l), (2). Cl 
The characterization theorem for admissible representations immediately follows. 
Theorem 13. Let 6 be a representation for an effective cpo fi. Tlzen the following 
properties are equivalent: 
(1) Cs is admissible. 
(2) S is a maximum (up to equivalence) in the class of all representations , or D 
satisfying (Al). 
(3) S is a minimum (up to equivalence) in the class of all repres,rrltations for fi 
satisfying (A2). 
(4) S = 8, for some standard representation 6, for D. 
Note that it is not true in general that S = 6, implies l-l -equivalence or even 
isomorphism. Let D :== { 1, T}. 1 E T, /3(O) := 1, p(rt + 1) := T. Then S1 and & 
with S,( j! := hl /3f< i), and S,(f) := Kj /3 [if(i)] are admissible, but 6, ’ ( _L) = Ax. 0 
and & ’ i i ) = (0, 1)“. Therefore, there cannot exist an injective translation from 82 
to &. 
There is a close connection between admissible representations S: IF -4 and 
admissible numberings q: N+ D,, (see [18, 191). 
Theorem IS. Let 6 be an admissible representation of an effective cpo D, cp a standard 
numbering of P’ ’ ‘. Then S 0 cp is a partial numbering of D,, which is equivalent to 
an admissible numbering of D,,. 
Proof. ci 0 cp is a partial mapping, since range (q) g IF. Since S satisfies (Al), there 
is a function I% C with range r(f) ={i\p(i) <Sf}. So, for vi E iF, range T(qi) is a 
recursively enumerable set which means that Sqi ED,,. 
Let 77 be any admissible numbering of D,,. Since range r(rpi) is r.e. and p applied 
to this set is directed, there is some h E R”’ with range r(cpi) = W/l(i) and pw/h,ib 
directed, so 
Sqc, =fikVhil, = qf(Fl(i)) for f d?‘*’ (f from (22) for 4, 
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*at is, t?bcp<7j 
R"'. Then we have q(j)= 
u rangRqKIi, =&!iipKIjl for GEC (2‘ from (A2) for 8). and tiin~e SEC there id 
me function kcR”’ with &Z+K,,,=8~k,~,i,,r that means r)saocp via k”gE 
R ‘I’. ill 
There is even a straightforward way to obtain an admissibk (total) numbering 
of D, if an admissible representation ofb is given: From recursion theory we know 
that there h some h E R”’ with phti) E R”’ and range @h(i) c Darn vi u(i,} far all 
i. Then the following holds. 
Tkesrm 19. If 8 : 5 + D is an admissible representatkm, then r) : lb D,, with 
r)(i) := &h(i) is an admissible numbering. 
Because of the similarity of the axioms for admissible representations and 
admissible numberings, the proof is easy. Thus, combining our admtible rep- 
resentations with (9, we obtain admissible numberings of the r.e. cpo elements for 
which a lcrt of recursion theoretical properties can be prcwed: For an effective cpo : 
D let q be an admissible numbering of Drc. Then .: 
- the xcursion theorem holds for r), i.e.. there is some J;E R”’ with Ni I 
q, E I?“’ =3 rlJr(i) = ?ppcfrli)L d% 
- Rice‘s theorem holds for T), i.e., r) ‘X is nut recursive whenever 0~ X c D,, . 
- The theorem of Rice and Shapiro holds for T), i.e., for A c Dw, q ‘(A) is r.c’. 
iff there is an r.c.-open set C c D with A = C n Drcr where r.c.-open means that 
C is the join of a r.e. set of open sets from the topological base of 7’3. 
Furthcrmore,for twoeffectivecpo’s& and&withadmissiblerepresentationsq’, 7)~ 
a general version of the theorem of Myhill and Shepherdson has been voved in [ 191% 
A theory of topologically admissible representations 8: 5 + D can be obtained 
by generalizing our theory of ‘admi&hle’ representations. 
l.xt b = (D, C, I, p ) be a continLu,us up0 where /3 is an arbitrary numbering of 
a basis of D. We do no longer require that {~i,j)&i) <@(ir) is recursively enutlk;‘r- 
ahle. The proof d Theorem 8 yields a continuous (not rucessarily computable) 
single-valucdncss operator rs. Define a,,, and 6, as before. Lemma 10 still holds 
for this generalized situation. We substitute axioms (Al ) and (AI?\ by ‘continuous’ 
vtmions: 
(A 1 ‘I There is a continuous function J: 5 + 5 with 
range J(f) = {il&i, 4 (/I) for any fs 5. 
t AZ” There is a continmus function 2‘: ff + 5 with 
8X(/I = u range (f’) whenever &range (f 1 is directed for any f~ ff. 
We call ia representation 8:17 + D ‘t-admissible’, iff it satis&s (Al’) and (A2’1. The 
prtw>f N’ Theorem 12 yields that any standard representation is t-admissible. We 
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generalize Definition 13: S1 s&, iff there is some continuous 
A1)Sl(f)=&O(f), and S1 =&:e(& ~&A&+&). Then 
?opological versions of Lemma 14, Corollaries 15 and 16 and 
By Lemma 20, property (Al’) expresses continuity. 
Lemma 20. (‘5 satisfies (14 1’) @ 6 is continuous. 
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L!:iF-+lF with (VIE 
the corresponding 
Theorem 17 hold. 
Proof. Let 6 satisfy (Al’), that is, by Lenma 14: (3-I, J continuous) 6 = S,J. Then 
5 is continuous since S, is continuous (Lemma 10). 
Suppose S is continuous. Then 
pci,<Sf w SfE o,,,, -3 (32 )S[f’“‘]G o,,,,. 
Define 0:5+5 by 
Then 0 is the continuous function claimed in (Al’). 7 
. 
Property (AZ’) has another interesting topological consequence. 
Lemma 21. 6 st~isfics (AZ’) 3 (VM cD)(S %Zope~~ j Mopen !. 
Proof. Property t AZ’) immediatel;j implies S, = (SE) 1 MO”J. Therefore 
;)‘,,,‘(,E+=!W ‘(WnMON=Z ‘(6 ‘(JZ)) n MON for any M z D. 
supposc ii !!&I) is open, then 6;’ (M) is open. Thus, by Lemma 10, M is open. 3 
As a direct consequence we get the following theorem. 
Theorem 22. Let S Ike arr t-adnzi.G!h representation of a continuous cpo D. Therl 
NM cl: D ,(;M open w 6 ‘(M) open 1. 
This means that TV is the quotient topology relative to is and Baire’s topolog>r 
Tab, if 6 satisfies (A 1’) and (AZ’). 
Note, that this is especiall_v true for an admissible representation 6 of an effective 
cpo 13. 
All of these properties indicate that our definition of admissible representations 
is a very natural one. Especially Lemmas 20 and 21 shed some new light on the 
utm-theorem and the smn-theorem for ‘effective Godel numberings’ of P’” [12]. 
As already announced we shall prove that a corresponding theory does not exist 
with P, instead of 5 as set of n;dnles. Computability on Pw can be defined by 
enumeration operators (Rogers [ 133). Any computable Z? Pw + Pw is continuous and 
espt’cially monotone. 
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Let D = (D , C, I, p) be some eff&lvc? cpo, such that UX does not exist for 
some finite set X c D. For example tke following cpo with appropriate numbering 
of the basis can be chosen: 
For x ED define I1 := {ilp(i) xx.}. Define 
INcr PW by IN := {&I-V ED} and S,:IN+D by S,,(l,) := up&. 
Then 6, is bijective, and A E B W 6,(A) c S,(B) for all A, B E IN. Suppose, there 
is some arbitrary S: Pw -4 (onto) such that S = 6,~” and S,, = SC for monotone 
functions r, C: Pw -+ P,. Then &J uyrS,‘(X) has the property of the least upper 
bound of X, a contradiction. 
Therefore, there are many relevant cpo’s for which even t-admissible representa- 
tion? S : PC,, -+ D do not exist. 
5. Characterizations of continuous and computable functions on cpo’s 
WC consider the following diagram, where DI and 62 are cffectivc cpo's: 
Di- 
_--_-__p__‘D ,, 
i 
I4’e aqsumt‘ that SI and S2 are surjective. The diagram c( i?I’Ilutcs, iff pS1 = Szr. In 
this USC it can be interpreted as follows: function p is ‘<nmputed’ by function f 
L ia the representations S l and &. Obviously, for every [I tke is qome I‘ such that 
pS1 = CjJ. On the other hand, r determines some p, if-f I i:, I&. S+extensional, 
i.e., C&g = &It 3 SJg = &J/i ). 
The following questions arise. Does every continuous p correspond to a con- 
tinuous extensional I‘ and vice versa? Does every computable p correspond to a 
computable I’ and vict3 versa ? We shall answer these questions positively under 
the assumption that S1 ;~nd & satisfy (Al’) and (A2’j or (Al j and (AZ), respectively. 
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Theorem 23. Let Isi be effective COO 's, let Si : IF + Di be representations for Di i i = 1,2). 
(1) Suppose 81 satisfies (Al) and 62 satisfies (A2). Then for any (&, Dz)-compu- 
table p there is some computable I? IF + IF with p8 1= &I-‘. . 
(2) Suppose S1 satisfies (A2) and 62 satisfies (Al). Then every (81, &)-extensional 
computable t? IF + F determines a Cl?,, &)-computable function p with p& = &K 
Proof. (1) SuppG$e, p is computable. Then 
range(g) = ((i,j)lpZ(j) <p&(i)} for some K E P. 
8 I satisfies (Al 1, i.e., 
(~J~WW)~,Wf) a d(iOf)#Ax.O for fdF. 
Define J’:ff +lF by 
1 if 43 d 7rl(j)l(31~7r2(j)) 
J’{iOfNj) := d(k@f)(l) z 0 A (k, i)E {g(W - - - g(i)}, 
0 otherwise. 
Then YE C and 
J’(i@f)#hx.O w (3k)(31)(3(kOf)(l)#O~(k,i)Erange(g)) 
w (3k,(~ckOf,#/\s.O~P(i)<pp,(k)) 
H (3k)(&(k)<&f @M<pPl(k)! 
H &ti) -Wdf) (by monotony of p and Lemma l(4)). 
Thus, p 0 S1 satisfies (Al). By Corollary 15 we conclude p 0 S1 = SJ for some r E C. 
(2) Let r E C be extensional and p& = &1: Then, since Sz and r are contirsuous, 
~8, is a continuous function. Since 6, satisfies the assumption of Lemma 21, we 
can conclude that p is continuous. 
Finally we have 
p/3,(i) =p6,2’,thx. i) (by (A2) for 6,) 
= 8,~‘Z‘,(A.u. i). 
By (A 1) for & we have 
Smce &, r and C1 are computable, {(i, j) I&(j) <p@I!i)} is recursively enumerable, 
and therefore [I is computable. =I 
*S!SiCieUc (a+.ttw1) U! Suo!leJ!lddt? luelAodw! ~ALJY pInw ,h~~,'ry~ 11 1131~s 
*padola~ap aq plnoys suogzwt3-0d~ .w3 ~~~!xa~du~ 
I~uO!l~lndru~a3OiCloayl~ puepa!pn~saqpp~oys-~uosuu!~e~~dtuosdals ~XXIWQ 
*sauo ,aqm~~a,~o ,Ivlnlw.t, ayl hllaexa a.tc suogeluasaldal a~qss!uipe 
iq1 pue sau.w 30 las aIqwost2al c s! 4 lt2ql alnssc ic3 OS pau!lelqo sllnsai aq~ 
4ht!laqutnu a~q!w!utpt, 30 uo~~ezyelaua8 Ielnleu tz ait? suo!lEluasaldal alq!ss!t~pe 
1t?y1 sut?Xu )I!!yl '"'0 30 sSu!laqt.unu alq!ssFutpe atI1 spla$ (,,d 30 d, &t!iaqwnu 
plt?pu~~s t? Y)!M suo!leluasaldal a(q!ss!utpe &t!u!qutos ley, uaas alzey aM ii~pi~~~ 
~s!slcp~~r! az\!slnaal 30 asod_tnd ayl 103 
a[q!ss!wpt! s! 'a, g= v'"\g uay) 'uogeluasaldal alqlss!utpe-odo I? s! $J 31 '(---- 5~ 
%Y~*M uay& ‘[(ii& pauyap 80 uo sIt?Alalu! pasol:, 30 oda aA!;Jaua ayl aq a ia1 
.([+&?H 33s 
‘*%a) s!sA[euo a+lnaai U! pasn a.te ya!yM 4s v q)!M (saaqutnu leai) Bfit V:k SW)!) 
-eluasaldal alqiss!wpe JO uo!l!uyap ayl saz!lwauaS uoguyaplng *suo!leluasalda_t 
alqFss!tupe JOJ suogxmJ alqelndwo=, -( ;y ‘18) ayl Qaexa ale shoda uaaMlaq suogaun3 
alqelndutoa ayl lt?q) pahold a~tzq a.~ X&M [elalzas u! uoguyap s!y$ paleA!lot.u 
pue s,oda a~!laaua 103 Q+-J:S suogeluasaldal alq!ss!utpe pauyap aAey aM 
uo!snpuo~ ‘4) 
.la!sea ua;\a lo autes ayl ale s3oold ay& *Alg!qelndutoa 30 pealsu! 
Ji!nu!iuo~, 30 2542 aql 103 silnsal asayl 30 suo!siaA layea~ u~e%z ale aiayL 
‘SXUBU uo suogaun3 alqelndwoa leuo!sualxa aql Aq palndt.uoa.Jllaexa 
alesuo!iaun3 alqelndutoa-oda 1~~1 %uo~leluasaldal a~qgutpe8u!sn‘sueaur s!q.~ 
‘uO~l=s s!y, 30 l[nSai U!VrU aq, alt?~nUtlOJ UKJ aM UO!l!Uyap Sly1 Yl!M 
‘3 3 J alqvlndtuos awes .~oj~‘g =; igd .& ‘+qvlndtuos-(zg ‘18) p~llv3 s! 
d uayd l zat~a:dlalpuv ‘(2 ‘I= .I) !<I roj uo!jvluasaddaA v aq !g 1s~ l pz uoynuyaa _ 
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